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Background: Post discharge outcomes following PCI have been suggested as more reliable measures of quality compared to in hospital (hosp) 
mortality (mort) and acute process measures. Understanding the relationship between 30 day (d) quality of care measures and acute quality and 
process measures is an important aspect of PCI quality initiatives.
Methods: We analyzed death and non-elective repeat hospitalization (rpt hosp) for angina, MI, CABG, non-staged, non-index artery PCI, or 
heart failure at 30 d following hosp discharge (quality of care measures) and length of stay (LOS, an acute process measure), in 10,830 patients 
undergoing PCI discharged alive in the Dynamic Registry. Data were stratified on enrollment wave (time) and expressed as crude rates.
Results: See Graph.
Among those who were re-hospitalized for a cardiac-related condition 9.6% were for MI, 67.2% reported angina, 12.8% had CHF, 2.1% had CVA, 
34.5% underwent another non-staged PCI, and 6.0% underwent CABG. There was a trend towards more early post discharge deaths in Waves 4 and 5 
compared to Waves 1-3.
Conclusions: In-hospital mortality and LOS have decreased over time, indicating improved acute quality and process of care. However, the 
observed increase in adverse events following discharge is concerning and suggests an uncoupling between acute process of care and quality 
measures at 30 d.
